Abstract
θ n ≤ θ n (τ ) ≤ θ n , n ∈ N (2.1f)
Here, τ ∈ [0, T ] denotes the time dimension and T is the final time. We define the sets of electricity snd( ) ∈ N as the sending node and rec( ) ∈ N as the receiving node.
97
We define S g ⊆ S as the subset of power plants that are fired by natural gas. The rest of the sup-98 pliers are either thermal or renewable power suppliers. We define S n ⊆ S as the subset of suppliers 99 connected to node n and D n ⊆ D as the subset of loads connected to node n. We define L snd n ⊆ L as 100 the set of links originating from node n and L rec n ⊆ L as the set of lines ending in node n. bounded by θ n , θ n , and the supply flows are bounded by s i , s i . The supply change rates are given by 105 r i (·), i ∈ S and are bounded by the ramp limits r i , r i .
106
The generation and demands costs are α s i , i ∈ S and α d j , j ∈ D, respectively. In the case of 107 inelastic demands, the demand costs are typically set to the value of lost load (VOLL). This value is 108 typically in the range 1,000-10,000 $/MWh [7] . The dual variables of the network balance equation
109
(2.1c) are the locational marginal prices, which we denote as π n (·), n ∈ N .
110
We define d gas,grid i (·), i ∈ S g as the gas demands originating from the gas-fired plants and 111 η i , i ∈ S g as the heat rates of the different power plants. The heat rate is a measure of the con-112 version efficiency of a power plant installation and is defined as the amount of fuel (in BTUs) needed
113
to produce a KWh of electrical energy. The ideal heat rate is 3,412 BTU/KWh, which indicates a one-
114
to-one conversion between fuel and electrical energy (efficiency of 100% have compression stations at the node of origin snd( ) whereas passive links are only transport links.
133
Symbol x denotes the axial dimension and the spatial domain of each pipeline segment is denoted as
, ∈ L gas . The length, diameter, and transversal area of the pipelines are denoted as L ,
135
D , and A , respectively.
136
The nonlinear transport equations (2.2b)-(2.2c) capture the spatiotemporal dynamics of flow and 137 pressure, which are necessary to describe the dynamics of the line-pack storage. Steady-state mod-138 els cannot capture this behavior. Capturing line-pack dynamics in intraday operations is important 139 because gas transport is slow (on the order of hours) [14] . The boundary conditions for the transport 140 equations are given by (2.2e)-(2.2f). The balance at each node is given by (2.2h).
141
The spatiotemporal profiles of flows, pressures, and densities in segment are denoted as f gas (·, ·), p gas (·, ·),
142
and ρ gas (·, ·), respectively. We note that the gas pressure and density are related through the gas speed 143 of sound c. Consequently, the transport equations can be written in terms of flow and pressure alone 144 by substituting the constraint (2.2d) into (2.2b)-(2.2c). We write the model in terms of flow, pres-145 sure, and density to enhance readability. The node pressures are given by θ n (·), n ∈ N gas . Symbols 146 ∆θ gas (·), ∈ L a denote the compressor pressure increments of the active links. Accordingly, θ pression power in the active links is denoted as P gas (·) and the costs of compression are α P,gas . The 149 compression power (assuming ideal gas) is computed from (2.2i).
150
The gas supply flows are denoted as s gas i (·), the delivered gas demands are d denotes the value of the delivered gas and α P,gas is the cost of compression. From the structure 153 of the objective function (2.2a) we thus see that the operator seeks to maximize the amount of gas 154 delivered at the multiple demand locations while minimizing the total compression cost. We assume 155 the supply flows to be fixed and, consequently, they do not appear in the objective.
The line-pack stored in each segment ∈ L at time τ is given by
We thus have that (2.2j) is a periodicity constraint that requires the line-pack stored in each segment 157 at the final time τ = T to be at least as large as that at the initial time τ = 0. In the absence of this 158 constraint, the system will tend to deplete the line-pack in order to minimize compression power.
159
This depletion is undesirable because line-pack is necessary for the next cycle of operation (i.e., the 160 stored gas has economic value) [17] .
161
Constraints (2.2k) are used to model suction and discharge pressures at the compressor stations as well as minimum and maximum pressure levels at demand points. We denote the compression component of the total gas system cost ϕ gas as
Coordinated and Uncoordinated Settings

162
The coupling between infrastructures is given by the following constraints:
The first constraint states that the gas demand targets for the gas infrastructure are given by the gas 163 demands of the gas-fired power plants plus an exogenous base gas demand that arises from industrial 164 facilities and/or LDCs serving urban areas. Here, gn(j) ∈ S g denotes the power plant corresponding 165 to the gas demand j ∈ D gas . The second constraint states that the gas used by the power plants 166 cannot physically exceed the gas delivered by the gas infrastructure. We use this second constraint 167 to model situations in which the gas infrastructure is physically constrained and thus the delivered together with the coupling constraints (2.5) gives the coordinated dispatch model.
170
To establish a basis for comparison, we consider an uncoordinated setting in which the two infrastructures do not dispatch jointly. This is simulated by first solving the economic dispatch problem for the power grid (2.1) to set the predicted generation s i (·), i ∈ S, the natural gas demand targets d gas,grid gn(j) (·), j ∈ D g , and the predicted locational marginal prices π n , ninN . Having the gas demand targets, we solve the gas dispatch problem (2.2) to maximize the gas delivered and minimize compression costs. The solution of this problem sets the realized gas demands delivered to the gas-fired power plants d (·). Because the realized gas demands might not be able to match the power grid targets, we solve the economic dispatch problem for the power grid (2.1) again to determine the realized generation schedule and locational marginal prices corresponding given the realized delivered gas demands. We denote the realized power generation schedules as s real i (·) and the prices as π real n (·). Differences between the target and delivered gas demands will introduce a difference between the predicted and realized generation schedules and prices. When the gas-fired power plants cannot obtain the total gas requested, they will need to curtail power and must pay for the unserved electricity generation at the realized price [15] . In such a case, the revenue for the power plants is given by
Here, sn(i) ∈ N denotes the node at which supplier i ∈ S g is connected to. The total revenue for the 171 gas-fired generators is denoted by R = i∈Sg R i .
172
When the requested and delivered gas demands coincide we have that the predicted and realized generation schedules coincide (i.e., the predicted generation schedule is feasible to the gas system). Consequently, we have that π real sn(i) = π sn(i) (τ ) and the revenue reduces to
Note that, in the absence of uncertainty, this case also corresponds to the coordinated setting. 
Illinois Case Study
174
We use a case study in Illinois to illustrate some of the insights that can be gained with the pro-175 posed model. The Illinois power grid transmission system is built on a realistic data set that we have 176 used for previous studies [23] . The system comprises 2,522 lines, 1,908 nodes, 870 demands points,
177
and 225 generators points (153 gas-fired generators). Because of the difficulty in obtaining natural 178 gas infrastructure data, we construct a simulated natural gas network system using the basic topol-179 ogy reported by the EIA (see http://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_ 180 publications/ngpipeline/midwest.html) and by using engineering insight to ensure gas 181 supply to all the gas-fired power plants under nominal conditions. The gas network designed com- 
Economic Issues
185
We compare economic performance for the infrastructures under coordinated and uncoordinated 186 settings. We use a time horizon of 24 hours. The results are summarized in Table 1 . In our simu-187 lations, the electrical loads were always satisfied; consequently, we report only the generation cost 188 component of the grid cost ϕ grid . From the results we make the following observations:
189
• Under a coordinated setting the power cost decreases by 0.38% which represents a total of 190 $140,000. The gas cost decreases by 7%, which corresponds to a total of $970,000.
191
an economic value of $599,000.
194
• Under a coordinated setting the compression cost increases by 17.4%. This is the result of an 195 increased amount of gas delivered to the power plants. In particular, 7% more gas is delivered
196
under the coordinated setting. At a gas price of 3 $/MMBTU, the value of the additional gas 197 delivered is $1,070,000. Note that the total increase in compression cost is negligible compared
198
to the additional value of the delivered demand.
199
• Under a coordinated setting the revenue for the gas-fired generators increases by 27%, which
200
corresponds to a total of $800,000. This the result of the additional gas delivered and the de-201 creased revenue penalties resulting from coordination.
202 Table 1 : Economic performance under coordinated and uncoordinated settings (scm= standard cubic meters and M$=million U.S. dollars). We can thus see that both the gas and power grid sides benefit from coordination (i.e., the objectives 203 of the gas and grid operators do not compete). Moreover, gas-fired generators increase their revenue. We is clearly illustrated in Figure 2 , where we present the target and realized gas demands for 16 different 209 gas-fired generators for the uncoordinated setting. Note that the gas network cannot deliver the total 210 amount of gas requested at four locations. The resulting error in the prediction introduces a penalty 211 for both the power grid and the gas-fired generators. In particular, the power grid operator has to 212 dispatch more expensive power plants, resulting in higher a generation cost and the power plants 213 have to pay for the unserved generation. Note also that, even if the gas operator knows the gas demands 214 of the power grid in advance, it cannot guarantee to satisfy such demands due to physical constraints.
215
In other words, the spatiotemporal gas demands policies emanating from the power grid dispatch 216 plan can be infeasible to the gas infrastructure.
217
From Figure 2 we can also see that several gas-fried generators are dispatched aggressively under 218 an uncoordinated setting (i.e., some gas demands are step functions). This is evident from panels Figure 3 we also see that dispatch under a coordinated setting is smoother
223
(i.e., demands are ramps) and this significantly enhances the flexibility to deliver gas at other lo-
224
cations. We observe that, under a coordinated setting, gas-fired generators act as distributed demand 225 response resources that the gas operator can use to better control network pressures and flows and thus 226 avoid delivery bottlenecks. In other words, gas-fired power plants become assets rather than liabilities. As 227 a result, all the demand targets can be met and significantly more gas can be delivered compared to 
Computational Issues
242
We now discuss issues related to the implementation and solution of the optimal control model. 
Model Implementation
244
We discretize the continuous-time grid model (2.1) using an implicit Euler discretization scheme. We 245 discretize the gas model (2.2) in time using an implicit Euler scheme and in space using a forward 246 finite-difference scheme. The discretized power grid problem is a linear program, wheres the dis-247 cretized gas problem is a nonlinear programming problem (NLP). The coupled problem is an NLP. We implement the coupled and decoupled models independently using the algebraic modeling lan-
249
guage AMPL. The use of an algebraic modeling language is key because it enables us to obtain exact 250 first and second-order derivative information for the gas model. Exact derivatives are essential for 251 efficient handling problems with many degrees of freedom as those arising in interconnected models 252 [22] .
253
We couple the infrastructure models by using AMPL's suffix capability. This capability is useful for conveying structure of special problem classes to optimization solvers [24] . In our context, this capability enables us to create the coupled gas-electric model while avoiding sharing information (e.g., network topology data) between modelers. This is beneficial from a modeling standpoint because it allows us to build, debug, and test each model component independently. Using this capability we can also use legacy power grid and gas dispatch models (with different formulations or different network domains) developed by other users . The coupled gas-electric problem expressed in this form has the structure min f grid (w grid ) + f gas (w gas ) (3.8a)
Here, w grid are all the variables in the grid model after discretization, and w gas are all the variables in 254 the gas model. This problem becomes decomposable if the coupling constraints (3.8d) are removed.
255
The coupling constraints correspond to (2.5) and we note that all that is needed to form the coupling 256 constraints are the matrices Π gas and Π grid . These are trivial matrices (containing only zeros and 257 ones) that can be constructed by using AMPL suffixes.
258
We solved the coupled and uncoupled models using a 24-hour time horizon with 1-hour time resolu-260 tion. In our base implementation we discretize each pipeline segment using N x = 10 finite-difference processor.
272
The computational results are summarized in Table 2 an additional factorization. In particular, in Table 2 we can see that the total number of iterations is 280 232 while the total number of factorizations is 311, which indicates that 79 regularization attempts 281 are needed.
282
We also attribute the long solution times to the complexity of the linear algebra system. In partic-283 ular, we noticed that MA57 introduced a significant amount of fill-in, an indication of tight connec-284 tivity of the algebraic equations. We attribute this to the complexity induced by the PDAEs coupled
285
with the network equations. To confirm this observation, we performed an additional experiment in 286 which we perturbed the gas network topology by eliminating a single pipeline. This action splits the Illi-287 nois gas network into two independent subnetworks (the power grid topology remains intact). The 288 results for the base and the perturbed topologies are presented in 
293
We next analyze the effects of the discretization resolution on the model results. We compare the 294 results using our base implementation with N x = 10 spatial points per pipeline and a low resolution 295 implementation with N x = 3 spatial points per pipeline. This low-resolution problem is an optimal 296 control problem with 2800 DAEs and 1040 controls. After full discretization, this gives an NLP with by a factor 2.5.
305
We also compare the economic performance of the low-and high-resolution models for the coor-306 dinated and uncoordinated settings. The results are presented in needed to address models of this magnitude. We have presented an optimal control model for integrated gas-electric infrastructures. We used 317 the model to demonstrate that significant improvements in economic performance and flexibility
318
can be gained by coordinated dispatch. Using a large-scale study we demonstrated that, under a 319 coordinated setting, it is possible to deliver significantly larger amounts of gas to the power grid 320 and to improve the revenue of gas-fired plants. We observe that, under a coordinated setting, power 321 plants act as controllable demand response resources that can be used by the gas pipeline operator to 322 better control pressure and flows in space and time. This allows the gas operator to bypass delivery 323 bottlenecks. We also used our model to illustrate that power dispatch policies can strongly influence 324 the flow dynamics of the gas infrastructure. In addition, we found that the state-of-the-art tools can 325 adequately address regional-scale networks but are insufficient to address national-scale networks.
326
As part of future work, we will develop scalable linear algebra strategies based on decomposition and 327 multi-grid techniques to address such problems. We will also develop models that capture transient 328 stability of the power grid and that capture other dependencies between infrastructures. For instance,
329
we will model dual-drive compressors that can run on both natural gas and electricity. 
